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not every incidence of property damage is catastrophic 
or widespread. every day, homeowners across the country suffer 
losses from fire, water, smoke, accident or malfunction. On the 
scale of BELFOR’s industry-leading capabilities, some residential 
recoveries may seem small. But BELFOR knows that any loss is a 
large loss to the homeowner. • Between large-scale losses at 
universities, convention centers, high-rises and others where 
BELFOR has made its mark as the world’s most proficient disaster 
recovery specialists, our crews work diligently at hundreds of 
localized projects each month. We restore property as well as 
peace of mind. Inside, we’ll introduce you to projects from our 
regional offices where, with broad expertise and efficiency, we 
returned homes to like-new condition quickly.

www.belfor.com



loss: small kitchen fire

location: Indianapolis, Ind.

turnaround: 6 weeks 

cost: $18,500
another instant
recipe for recovery
 one evening in spring 2007, Bonnie Badagnani was cooking 
using the microwave. Before she realized it, her built-in microwave 
and upper cabinets were ablaze. She was able to get the fire 
extinguished herself, and was thankful that the damage seemed 
to be localized in a small area. Yet as she moved about the house, 
she noticed that everything she touched left black smears on her 
hands and clothing. the billowy soot by-product from the electrical 
fire was hard to detect in the air, but continued to settle on her 
belongings and surfaces.
 the Badagnani’s insurance company was familiar with BelFoR’s 
work and referred them to look into their insured’s small loss. Beth 
summers in indianapolis soon met with the couple and wrote a 
straightforward, comprehensive cleanup and replacement project 
scope. in addition to the visible damage, summers was concerned 
with the wider cleanup needs and health risks associated with the 
airborne soot particles. 
 even before cleanup began, BelFoR removed contaminant 
sources including the microwave, range and cabinetry. a six-person 
crew then addressed the soot damage with thorough cleaning, 
sealing and painting throughout the residence. ductwork cleaning 
and additional contents restoration were also necessary. BelFoR 
installed new appliances and cabinets as they arrived. during the 
progress, the Badagnanis were able to remain in their home, there-
by avoiding additional loss expense for the insurance company. 
 Within a short period of time, BelFoR had left the residence 
in better than pre-loss condition, and the customers were extremely 
happy with the results.

“If it had not been for BELFOR...we would have 

thrown up our hands in dismay and would have been 

very discouraged.... Thank you for exemplary service 

and adding the human side to a near-tragedy.”

— letter from dave & Bonnie Badagnani

Left: Damage and soot remain from  
an electrical fire. 

Below: Bonnie Badagnani in her  
new kitchen.

homeoWner insists on BeLfor 
for emergency repair

loss: tree crashes into home

location: Farmington Hills, Mich.

turnaround: 2 weeks for rebuilding 

cost: $25,000

Janisse nagel was in her upstairs bedroom one summer afternoon when she was shaken by the 

loud crash of a massive oak that fell onto her family’s home outside detroit. a neighbor had cut 

down one of three thick trunks of the oak, which rendered it unstable and sent it plunging into the 

computer room, bedroom and bathroom.

 She approached cautiously; walls were cracked. She heard rafters creaking and popping 
under the stress of the tree leaning on the house. The roof had a 10-foot-square hole. In the 
backyard, the pool was a dense mess of branches and leaves.
 The insurance adjustor assessed damage to the roof at $14,000, primarily to replace 
shingles, and recommended a construction company to make the repairs. 
 Nagel insisted on using BELFOR, however. She had conducted business with BELFOR’s 
corporate office in Birmingham, Mich., and worked with COO Mike Yellen. Nagel says she 
admired the corporate culture she observed through those experiences – including how 
employees at all levels of the organization were valued – and she already had a great level of 
trust in the company without ever having had need for its property restoration expertise.
 BELFOR was then contacted and soon arrived to provide a temporary cover for the 
damaged roof. Soon, Randy Culp recognized that the damage to the house significantly 
exceeded the adjuster’s original estimate. Culp oversaw the installation of the temporary roof 
and began working up a new estimate. He arrived at $25,000 to cover the entire scope of 
work, and laid out a timetable of several weeks for the rebuild. Once BELFOR presented its 
assessment, which included more structural repair to the home’s skeleton, the insurance 
company revised its repair estimate to $24,500. 

 With the engineering plan complete, BELFOR solicited necessary building permits from 
the city and transitioned into the recovery. The crew would complete both the interior and 
exterior repairs within two weeks.
 Nagel said her decision to hire BELFOR was reaffirmed from the moment the team 
arrived on the scene, and every day as the work progressed. She noted that every crew 
member appeared neat, spoke appropriately and knowledgeably about the loss, and was 
able to lay out a reasonable time frame and set goals and expectations. She says they each 
recognized all the while that the devastation was a highly stressful event for her family. 
 She was particularly impressed by the high level of respect each of the crew members 
showed for her family and their home, demonstrated in details like laying down plastic in 
walkways to protect the carpet from construction debris and foot traffic.
 Randy Culp was instrumental as a go-between for the Nagels and their insurer. Culp 
regularly met with the agent to explain the scope of the project and justify project expenditures. 
Culp kept the homeowners in the loop as well.
 The project included rebuilding the roof structure, drywall, electrical and plumbing work 
to restore the three rooms, and restoring structural integrity to exterior walls that complied 
with local building code. While the project was completed three months after the tree 
intruded into the second level as the insurance claim was being processed, BELFOR’s 
construction time frame was only two weeks.
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The home is fully restored after two weeks  
of construction.

Above: After a large, fallen oak is removed, structural damage is visible from the outside. 

Below: Rafters and roof decking over the upper level required replacement.



Kitchen destroyed  
By Uninvited gUests

loss: vehicle crashes into home

location: Indianapolis, Ind.

turnaround: 4 weeks 

cost: $32,000

 James Crist clearly remembers how he, his wife and two kids 
were jarred awake by a violent sound “as loud as a tornado” in 
fall 2007. They imagined the house was collapsing around them. 
It was 2:00 a.m., and Crist made his way to the front of the family 
home where he discovered the source. A vehicle had careened 
across his lawn, crashed through an exterior wall and intruded into 
the kitchen.
 Dishes, food, appliances and the kitchen cabinets were 
strewn about in the middle of the kitchen and dining rooms. The 
situation was particularly critical because the driver struck the gas 
meter, causing a leak.
 Crist called for help and then his insurance company, who in 
turn called BELFOR’s 24-hour emergency hotline. BELFOR estimator 
Joe Evans met the insurance agent onsite early that morning and 
they would work hand-in-hand to work through the immediate needs.
 Evans had the gas line shut off and assembled a five-person crew 
to the site so they could begin to close in the gaping hole as soon as 
the vehicle was removed. BELFOR always aims to return the insured’s 
status to normal as quickly as possible. In this case, the family was 
exposed to weather, possible theft and other safety risks. 
 By the end of the day, BELFOR had rebuilt a permanent wall to 
fully close in the hole. This included clearing debris and damaged 
perimeter portions and replacing new studs, joists and a plywood 
exterior. They hung a tarp in place of the missing vinyl siding. 
 Evans, project manager Brian King and the insurance agent 
also met onsite that day to finalize the repair estimate and 
schedule. King projected the full restoration would last 6 to 8 
weeks, contingent in part on when special order materials would 

arrive. To speed the process, King ordered replacement windows 
the same day and left the family with brochures for new cabinetry 
they could begin to peruse.
 Over the following weeks, BELFOR drew plans for all new 
cabinets and installed them, the countertops, drywall, a window 
and new appliances. They did plumbing and electrical repair, 
replaced flooring and painted the interior. Outside the crew 
replaced siding and a section of a picket fence.
 The Crist family, who was visibly stressed the day of the 
crash, was very pleased with BELFOR’s work as they stayed in 
the home during the reconstruction. At the completion of the job, 
Crist said he was amazed the job was complete in a month – on 
time and on budget – and that he felt as though he was living in a 
brand new home.
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project: historic home renovation

location: Denver, Colo.

turnaround: 12 months 

cost: $300,000

 James and Carrie McDonald found their dream home in the 
stately and historic Denver Country Club neighborhood. Built in 
the 1890s, the two-story home boasted handsome woodwork and 
stunning craftsman details. Still, the McDonalds wanted to make 
updates for contemporary living and to better accommodate their 
family before moving in. Their vision was translated into a detailed 
plan by an architect who recommended BELFOR’s detail-oriented, 
high-quality work.  
 A two-story addition would extend into the backyard, 
increasing the home’s size by one-third to 2,200 square feet, 
while maintaining its historical integrity. To secure city permits, 
plans first had to be approved by the local preservation society 
which held public hearings and sought neighbors’ opinions. Project 
manager Matthew Donley explained that BELFOR would minimize 
the public nuisance by restricting working hours, abating noise and 
not using a dumpster onsite. Donley also helped garner a variance 
to a setback restriction for the addition and was able to proceed 
with the plans without modification.
 BELFOR crews began by pouring the foundation for the 
addition’s footprint, leveling the floors of the main structure and 
repairing existing foundation.
 On the ground level of the new space is a light-filled family 
room, with three walls of windows that replicate the style of original 
leaded windows in other parts of the home. The new window 
frames were hand-milled by a carpenter who worked with a lathe in 
the garage for nearly a month. The continuity of woodwork belies 
the fact that half the woodwork is from the 19th century and the 
rest is from the 21st century.

 The kitchen area was expanded and redesigned, requiring all 
fixtures and appliances to be moved. BELFOR also installed new 
custom cabinetry.
 Upstairs, the master bedroom was doubled in size and 
enhanced by a walk-in closet and a dramatic, Cathedral ceiling. 
BELFOR performed upgrades to the master bath including a 
large, marble walk-in shower and other new fixtures. The ceilings 
were raised on the second level, requiring 80 percent of the roof 
structure to be replaced. The new rooflines were integrated so as 
to not change the view of the front elevation, so the street view 
remained the same.
 The new construction went smoothly through the summer and 
fall seasons, before outdoor work would be interrupted by severe 
Colorado weather, and in time for the family to be in their new home 
for the holidays. The finished product blends modern luxuries with a 
historic aesthetic that was completed on time and on budget.

improving a 19th centUry home
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Top: View of pre-existing living area with original details.  

Bottom: The newly expanded and enhanced kitchen flows into the addition beyond. 

Top: At the point of the crash, kitchen cabinets 
are thrown off the wall.  

Bottom: BELFOR begins to close in the hole with 
a new, permanent wall on the first day onsite.

View of the rebuilt kitchen at the  
impact point. 



homeoWners escape the triaLs 
of Winter Weather

loss: pipe break floods home

location: Lawrence, Penn.

turnaround: 6 weeks 

cost: $28,300

in February 2007, the antonilli family headed to Florida to escape the harsh winter at home in 

Western Pennsylvania, where 20-degree weather is common from november through March. shortly 

after settling in for their two-month vacation, they were interrupted by news from a good friend 

back home. Prolonged freezing temperatures had caused a plastic supply pipe running in an exterior 

wall to burst, and water was pouring into the antonilli home.

 Unsure of the extent of the damage and how to begin to tackle 
it, the family contacted their insurance company immediately. Their 
agent, who had a working relationship with the local BELFOR office 
dating back nearly two decades, recommended calling in BELFOR 
to mitigate damage and begin the recovery. 
 Charlie Stepp from BELFOR’s Pittsburgh office met the 
insurance agent at the home within an hour of receiving his call to 
assess the scope of work. Immediately they noticed the temperature 
inside the home felt scarcely warmer than the 19-degree day 
outside. Sloshing through water in the kitchen, living room, 

bathroom and hallway on the main level, Stepp noted extensive 
drywall, carpet and contents damage. Downstairs in the finished 
basement, ankle-deep water had ruined more carpeting, 
furnishings, contents and the home’s furnace. Saturated ceiling 
tiles were caving in, and more water was trickling through the 
waterlogged floor joists.
 Stepp wanted to begin recovery quickly and arranged many 
activities to occur concurrently. His top priority was to restore heat to 
the home. The home’s temperature had dropped to 38 degrees, but 
should be at least 65 degrees for it to properly dry out. Within hours 
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In the finished basement, carpet and contents were saturated and the 
water leaking from the floor above had caused the tiled ceiling to collapse.

of when the pipe break was discovered, BELFOR’s crew had temporary 
heaters, fans and dehumidifiers set up around the main level. 
 As the same time, a crew was removing contents. Despite 
varying levels of apparent damage, possessions were being 
handled gingerly and nothing was discarded. BELFOR sent clothing 
and linens to be dry-cleaned. 
 Furniture and other items were sent to a BELFOR warehouse 
and placed in heated storage crates. They would be dry within a 
week and would remain until the family and insurance adjuster 
were able to survey them.
 As rooms were emptied, BELFOR personnel could extract water 
and remove sodden drywall, insulation, carpet and padding and the 
basement ceiling. 
 During the second day onsite, an HVAC specialist was installing 
a new furnace. Temporary heaters could then be removed, but fans 
and dehumidifiers remained for five days until the home was 
sufficiently dry.
 BELFOR subcontracted professionals to repair the damaged 
pipe and restore water to the house. While utilities were being 
restored, BELFOR had begun to tear out soaked materials. 
BELFOR’s crew tore out walls, insulation and the basement’s 
ceiling. BELFOR later used ambient moisture readings to gauge 
dryness in the home.
 Once BELFOR was satisfied the structure was fully dry, the 
crew proceeded to build back the interior. Stepp had been reporting 
on progress several times each week to the homeowners, who 
elected to remain in Florida during the recovery. Patti Antonilli 
requested that all the materials be found to replicate the original 
home as closely as possible. Mrs. Antonilli remembered the names 
of the paint color in the living areas for BELFOR to match; Stepp 
looked for similar patterns in the same type of vinyl or carpeted 
flooring that existed before. In the end, all affected rooms were 
built back to mirror pre-flood appearances.
 As the restoration was nearing completion, the family decided 
to cut short their two-month vacation by only a few days. By the 
time they arrived home the first week of April, BELFOR’s complete 
scope of work – including electrical, plumbing and heating repair, 
flooring, drywall and more – was complete. Having already been 
away from the house meant there was very little disruption to their 
day-to-day lives as the work progressed.

“I guess our situation was somewhat 

unique in that we were not home to take 

over.... You were kind enough to keep us 

informed as to what was happening and 

the repairs that were being made.... I 

cannot thank you enough for all that you 

have done to make sure our home was 

restored to its original shape.”

— Letter from Mrs. Patti Antonilli
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Top: Water damage is evident in the 
floor of the main level as seen from 
the basement.

Middle: Debris from the collapsed  
ceiling is seen on game room  
furnishings, some of which were 
recovered.

Left: Patti and Edmond Antonilli in  
their restored family room.



repLicating the craftsman  
detaiL of franK LLoyd Wright
 In fall 2007, a Belleville, Illinois, insurance agent who 
routinely referred property restoration work to the BELFOR office in 
Saint Louis, Missouri, called to report a leaky roof. Under normal 
circumstances, he may have contacted a roofing company for a 
turnkey job, but due to the roof’s unusual construction, he knew 
it would require skilled contractors and carpenters. He trusted 
BELFOR for an expert opinion and adept solution.
 The next morning, BELFOR’s Eric Stauffer reported to Steven 
and Beverly Sharber’s home – a prairie style modeled after Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s iconic architectural elements, including low-pitched 
roofs with exposed interior beams. In several areas in the open 
kitchen and dining areas, water damage was obvious.
 To fully understand the roof construction and materials, 
Stauffer carved a two-foot-square hole in an overhang. He found 
decking made of non-standard-sized boards with rounded edges, 
fitted together with tongue-and-groove joints. Across the decking 
is a layer of roofing material and two inches of foam-like insulation 
topped with two layers of conventional, three-tab asphalt shingles. 
 Stauffer and project manager Bruce Jovaag planned for 
minimal exposure and minimal disruption to the homeowners. 
Plywood and canopies of plastic sheets protected the site-built 
kitchen cabinetry and reduced mess outside the work area, but 
the Sharbers retained limited access to the kitchen.
 Nearly 80 percent of the living space shared the continuous, 
open roof, so it was important that the new roof be indistinguishable 
from the original areas. BELFOR had to manufacture custom 
carving tools to replicate the original specifications. As the wood 
planks are both decorative and structural, BELFOR could not risk 
the new wood shrinking once installed. They ripped all the lumber 
for the project at once to the custom size, and then kiln-dried it 
slowly over two weeks.
 Demolition and reconstruction was delayed twice by 
threatening weather. Jovaag waited for a three-to-five-day forecast 

with a 30 percent or less chance of rain. He had pre-arranged for 
the replacement to progress in sections so the work area was 
never fully exposed. Those clearing rotten wood were followed by 
crewmembers laying new wood. A roofer was on standby to cover 
the new wood with shingles as BELFOR would work inside applying 
wood stain. 
 In all, the crew would rebuild about 150 square feet, nearly 
one-third of the roof. Luckily, BELFOR had planned for contingencies 
with a 50 percent over-order of lumber. 
 BELFOR was surprised to find electrical wires sandwiched 
between two layers of insulation – a fire risk and code violation. The 
roofing job then became an electrical upgrade project, which the 
crew was able to integrate into the project scope without pushing 
back the completion date. They ran replacement wire along the 
main beam, concealed in conduit stained to match the woodwork. 
 Despite a work load that grew as the project was underway, 
BELFOR finished on time. Careful planning and coordination of each 
step to occur in sequence made the recovery safer. The Sharbers 
remained in their home during the single workweek, and at the end 
were left with solid, new construction blended seamlessly and did 
not disrupt the distinctive architectural construct.

loss: water damage to unconventional roof

location: Belleville, Ill.

turnaround: 5 days for tear-out 
& re-installation 

cost: $25,000
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Clockwise from top left: View approaching the Sharber residence showing the low-
pitched roof. Demolition of a large rotten area exposes the open floor plan inside. 
BELFOR closes in the completed roof in five days.

hope foUnd in  
christmas-time Loss

loss: fire destroys 3,000-square-foot home

location: Akron, Ohio

turnaround: 5 months 

cost: $240,000

 Just days before Christmas 2006, Kelly Lambert was at home, 
embellishing the decorations, and decided to make a fire. She 
reached down to the hearth in the living room and turned a manual 
key for the gas valve. As she lit the gas, a plume of flame ignited 
the garland hanging from the mantle. The fire spread across to the 
live tree, and quickly grew to an intensely hot, quick-moving fire that 
consumed most of the Lambert family’s 3,000-square-foot home.
 Within minutes, the local fire department was responding 
and forwarded the news to BELFOR, which routinely assisted by 
boarding up burnt structures. The call reached Brandon Carr, who 
immediately assembled a team and drove to the site less than a 
mile away. The entire bottom floor and a fourth of the upper floor 
was badly burnt; the remainder sustained extensive smoke and 
water damage. 
 The fire extinguished, Carr directed crew members to begin 
enclosing the home, install temporary heat and electric hookups 
and haul out all contents. Clothing was sent to be cleaned 
immediately. Other contents went to a BELFOR facility for cleaning. 
In an example of exemplary customer service, BELFOR isolated 

Christmas presents for fast-track cleaning, then re-wrapped them 
and returned them to the family.
 On the second day, Carr was able to meet with the insurance 
claims adjuster. They surveyed the home together and estimated 
the work separately. The agent’s initial figure was $135,000; 
Carr’s was $250,000. Carr detailed items absent on the insurance 
report and they agreed on a total of $240,000. Carr said BELFOR 
would complete the entire rebuild within four to five months.
 By the end of January, BELFOR had gutted the home to the 
foundation and studs, which were sealed for odor. This included 
using an “ozoning” machine that dispenses pure oxygen into the 
air and removes foul odor by attaching to the airborne sources of 
odor on the molecular level. BELFOR recovered the family’s hard-
surface furnishings including antiques, or about 20 percent of the 
home’s entire contents.
 BELFOR replaced roof beams and trusses, and proceeded 
to build back the entire interior of the home as a new home 
construction project would proceed. The rebuild job that began in 
January was turned over in May as originally promised.
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“I never would have guessed that such a large company with the 

resources I badly needed was practically in my backyard. Your 

having a crew of 30 people assembled quickly and efficiently in a 

matter of minutes was very impressive.”

— Letter from John Lambert, client

www.belfor.com

Top: The Lambert home before and after a fire that spread from the fireplace. 

Below: John and Kelly Lambert with their children.


